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Animals that live at the Earth's poles introduce themselves
using rhyming text.
As Puppy is getting ready to choose his Halloween costume,
a group of scary ghosts come to the door, but Puppy soon
realizes why he shouldn't be afraid.
Fairy Hill is a magic forest where fairies live, play, and have
lots of sparkly adventures in this Level 1 reader series! Ruby,
Luna, and May are best friends. These young fairies are all
looking forward to earning their big wings from the Fairy
Queen. But first they each have to do something extra kind or
brave. In this third book, Ruby, May, and Luna are performing
in a fairy music show! It is their first show, and the girls are
nervous. They practice together -- and Luna gets ready for
her big solo. But then, when it's time to sing, Luna gets stage
fright! Can May help her friend finish the concert? Will the
Fairy Queen visit the fairies again?
An assortment of animals tries different ways to get a big box
open, only to be VERY surprised by what is inside.
This Level One reader opens with a bird saying "moo" instead
of "tweet." Moo Bird is clearly different from the other birds in
his nest. He feels like he doesn't belong. So Moo Bird goes
off in search of where he DOES belong. Will Cow want to be
his friend? At last, Moo Bird finds a friend.... Who will it be?
Noodles the dog finds many ways to have fun when rain
keeps him indoors all day.
Rhyming text helps young readers find objects in picture
puzzles.
Fairy Hill is a magic forest where fairies live, play, and have
lots of sparkly adventures in this Level 1 reader series! Ruby,
Luna, and May are best friends. These young fairies are all
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looking forward to earning their big wings from the Fairy
Queen. But first they each have to do something extra kind or
brave. In book #2, a magic shell goes missing! Without it, the
glow globes that light up Fairy Hill will all go dark -- and the
Fairy Queen will have to cancel the Fairy Ball! Luna, Ruby,
and May go looking for the shell. They find out a chipmunk is
using it to light his tree. Luna has an idea to get the shell
back! Will she be able to bring the light back to Fairy Hill
before the ball?

Offers picture puzzles which invite young readers to
pick out objects from various backgrounds.
A delightful—and delicious—Scholastic Level 1 Reader
from the creators of the beloved Bob Books® learnto-read phonics box sets, perfect for reading
alongside the Stage 3 Bob Books box sets, or for
any child reading at Guided Reading Level H. Jack
and Anna want to bake cupcakes to surprise their
dad on his birthday. But surprise! They run out of
flour. Surprise! Cookies fall into the batter. Surprise!
Some chocolate tips into the bowl. Will the cupcakes
turn out delicious? And will Dad be surprised? Bob
Books Stories include: Words that children can
sound out (decode); both short and long vowels
Sight words Simple sentence structures Simple,
colorful, friendly illustrations that support children’s
reading and add fun! Longer stories than the books
in the Bob Books box sets, which helps children
build reading endurance Bob Books has been
helping children learn to read through simple phonics
and playful text and illustrations for more than forty
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years. Your child will soon join the millions of happy
kids who say, “I read the whole book!”
Easy-to-read text follows young Gus on his first,
somewhat frightening, campout.
Rhyming verses ask readers to find hidden objects
and school supplies in the photographs.
In this Level 1 Scholastic Reader, Alfie learns that
the best way to get a delicious cookie is to say
please! Alfie loves his mommy's cookies, and he
wants one more than anything! But grabbing for one,
fishing for one, and dressing up as a cookie
inspector don't seem to work. His mommy says there
is a better way. What is it? Beginning readers will
learn proper manners with Alfie as his mommy
teaches him to say the magic words.
Rhyming text invites readers to find objects hidden
within the pictures.
A hilarious new easy reader from the author of THE
UGLY PUMPKIN and DUCK, DUCK MOOSE. Little
Big Horse is just a little guy, but he's got some big
ideas about life. So when his friend Pablo borrows
his bike without asking, and then accidentally breaks
it, Little Big Horse has a lot to think about. Can these
friends work it out?
Invites the reader to solve the riddle of why Silly Milly
likes certain things and dislikes others.
Clifford the big red dog wants to play baseball with
the boys and girls, but he cannot find a big enough
bat.
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Rhyming verses ask readers to find hidden objects in
the photographs.
What's worse than finding a worm in your apple?
Finding half a worm in your apple. Another perfect
book of jokes for all young comedians!
Siblings Jack and Anna take their dog Buddy to the
town carnival, and when the hot dog stand catches
fire, Buddy is the one to help.
Offers picture puzzles which invite young readers to
pick out objects from backgrounds featuring objects
found in nature.
Discover More Readers: Things That Go! is a Level
1 Reader (ages 4-6) packed with key facts, vivid
diagrams, exciting photographs and simple
sentences to explain it all. This Reader reviews
everything from bicycles and scooters to jets and
rockets \- perfect for early readers who like
everything that goes vroom! Comes with free digital
book featuring extra content, games and activities,
plus audio and video enhancements.
Rhyming text invites the reader to find hidden
objects in the pictures.
Brief rhyming text follows a group of children through
some exciting plays during a soccer game.
In the first book in this fun Level 1 reader series,
Moby Shinobi heads to the farm! Moby tries to
collect eggs, gather hay, and feed the pigs, but each
try ends in a funny mess. Moby wants to help
Farmer Bob, but what if his ninja skills aren't right for
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the job? Then the cows break down the gate-can
Moby use his ninja tricks to save the day before the
runaway cows ruin the farm? Rhyming text and
energetic full-color artwork make this the perfect
book for young readers!
The wind has pushed Baby's carriage all the way
down the hill. Will the puppy find a way to save
Baby?
Simple text and colorful cut-paper illustrations
combine in a celebration of the beauty and
usefulness of water that depicts such objects as a
rainy day, steam cooking, and ice cubes. Original.
Contains twenty-five books about a variety of
subjects that encourage beginning readers.
This joke book is sure to tickle your funny bone! Why
is it hard to play cards in the jungle? -There are too
many cheetahs. What's a pirate's favorite letter?
-Aaarrr! What time is it when an elephant sits on
your fence? -Time to get a new fence. These
hilariously simple jokes will have beginning readers
rolling on the floor with laughter.
This Level One reader is a follow-up to the sweet
and funny Moo Bird in which Bird says "moo" instead
of "tweet." In this book, Dog says "moo" instead of
"woof!" The other animals laugh at Dog. They don't
understand why he is different. Can friends Dog and
Bird show the other animals that being different can
be fun?
These unusual looking marine fish need a steady
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diet of plankton to stay healthy and active. Here is a
wealth of advice and information for aquarium
hobbyists on keeping seahorses of different
varieties. Barron's comprehensive Pet Owner's
Manuals are heavily illustrated and filled with useful
information. They instruct owners on how to care for
their dogs, cats, birds, fish, and other animals. Books
give advice on purchasing and acquiring, health
care, feeding, and much more. Clear, straightforward
texts are accompanied by high-quality full-color
photos and anatomically accurate line art, as well as
helpful tables and charts.
Peppy rhymes present the humorous side to a
common ailment
A Level 2 Reader that answers early readers' questions about
robots! The world is being taken over by robots! There are
robots that build towers, make cars, flip pancakes and play
football. There are robots that travel deep under water, far
into space, and into the most extreme danger zones. Some
walk like a human, others fly like a bee, or swim like a turtle,
or run like a dog. In this Level 2 reader, young readers will
discover different kinds of robots: how they work, the jobs
they do, and what exciting things they might do in the future.
The book uses simple text and full-color photographs
throughout.
On his first visit to school, Noodles the dog feels scared until
he meets a nice teacher and makes new friends.
Moo Bird (Scholastic Reader, Level 1)Scholastic Inc.
A first joke book for young children covers such subjects as
teddy bears, cows, and astronauts.
Simple text paired with large, toothy dog grins make this book
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a surefire hit with beginning readers! This Level 1 Reader
uses funny dogs to introduce opposite words. There's a dirty
dog and a clean dog, a mean dog and a nice dog, and many
more! Plus, there's an extremely long dog who keeps popping
into the story. The long dog adds humor to the book, and kids
will be anxious to turn the pages all the way to the end!
Young readers will enjoy Eric Seltzer's bright illustrations and
rhythmic, easy-to-read text.
In this Level 1 reader series, Moby Shinobi is a very helpful
ninja! In this book, Moby Shinobi is making pizza at Papa
Peppy's Pizza Shop. Moby tries to toss dough, slice pies, and
serve hungry customers, but each attempt to help out just
ends in a funny mess. Moby wants to help Papa Peppy, but
what if his ninja skills aren't right for the job? When the key to
Papa Peppy's secret sauce is lost, it's Moby's time to shine!
Rhyming text and bright, full-color artwork make this the
perfect book for young readers!
True account of the training and early work experiences of
the German shepherd which became the first seeing eye dog
in America.
A brand new reader series featuring two unlikely
friends!Steve really wants an ice cream cone, but he can't
seem to figure out how to get one...until Wessley comes
along to the rescue. Readers will love being in on the joke as
Steve struggles to get what he wants. This hilarious new
reader series introduces Steve and Wessley, two friends who
always seem to get into the silliest situations!
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